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The action of AQ is, indeed, so striking that it was
originally half-suspected of having magical properties(45) , but
it soon gained the respectable status of 'catalyst as the
mechanism of its action was pieced together(46,47) .

	

The progress
made in elucidating the mechanism may also have contributed to
the industry ,s interest in evaluating AQ.

Modus Delignificandi Anthraquinona

There is now widespread agreement(46-49 ) that AQ operates as
a redox catalyst, as shown in Figure 6, by promoting an efficient

Fig 6-Wood carbohydrates degrading in alkali convert AQ
into it's soluble reduced forms; these reduce lignin moieties
and promote faster delignification . The AQ functions as a
redox catalyst by transferring electrons from carbohydrates
to lignin (47)

transfer of electrons from a source (carbohydrates) to a sink
(lignin) . Thus, the degradation and solubil isation of lignin are
accelerated (faster pulping), and, by end-group oxidation, the
carbohydrates are stabilised against attack by alkali (higher
yield) .

	

The details of the electron-transfer mechanism are still
under investigation, but the general form of the redox cycle is
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Table 3 -- Pulping catalysts other than AQ and its relatives
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session 3 discussion

Dr . D .W . Clayton
I don't agree with you . We need to know the answers to these

observations . Above al l , we need to know just why it is that AQ,
while being chemically equivalent to sulphite in its lignin
removal, nevertheless reduces strength and gives us lower tear
values at given tensile . Presumably there is some degrading
action on the polysaccharide caused by the oxidative power of the
AQ, but in that case how is it prevented by the presence of
sulphite in kraft pulping? The strengths of kraft and kraft-AQ
pulps are identical .

Prof . H .W . Giertz, University of Trondheim, Norway
I would like to make a historical remark . You showed how

Isbell's work is the basis for our understanding of peeling. But
I must point out that the first studies of peeling were not
designed to increase the yields of kraft pulping, rather the aim
was to decrease the yield when producing acetate, high alpha
pulps . The whole business of peeling has been explained by a
group at Billerud .

A recent Ph.D thesis presented to the University of Trondheim
deals with the question of AQ treated kraft pulps . The author
was surprised at the very high tear to tensile ratios, and on
investigating the fibres found them to be curled by the AQ
process . We believe this curling could account for the very high
tear strengths found in these pulps . This work was published
some months ago in Norsk Skogindustri(l) . (The only paper I have
found that might be referred to deals with soda-oxygen pulps :
this is the reference given - ed .)

Dr . D .Abson, Weyerhaeuser Technology Center, USA
I wonder just how relevant it is to rely so heavily on

handsheet properties, such as tear index, when evaluating a new
pulping process like

	

soda-anthraquinone .

	

The paper-maker, after
all, will be much more interested in its process-related
properties, dewatering behaviour or wet strength, which will
affect its performance on the paper machine .
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A point that shoul-d influence our evaluation of soda-AQ
pulps, and which may even outweigh the disadvantages of reduced
tear strength, is the possibility of simplifying the conversion
of sodium carbonate to sodium hydroxide in a sulphur free system.
This gives significant benefits in capital and operating costs,
and I would be interested to hear your comments .

Dr . D .W . Clayton
Yes, the use of soda-AQ does allow the possibility of direct

causticisation, which may considerably reduce costs . It all
comes down to a question of economics, whether the' product being
made needs the better mechanical and optical properties.

	

For
some mills strength may be the dominant issue .

On the question of comparing strengths, I quite agree with
you . The only reason for my using the tear tensile ratio is its
being a very quick and simple method of indicating differences .
A detailed comparison would, of course, involve the determination
of full beating curves, and measurement of optical properties . My
intention was to obtain quick comparisons between different
pulps .

Mr . D.G.N . Stirling, Wiggins Teape, UK
Mr.

	

de Ruv o mentioned

	

the

	

effects

	

of

	

temperature

	

and
constraint during drying on pulp strength, but I am not certain
whether market pulp at 10% air dry would count in your
terminology as once-dried or not . Do pulp mills take any steps
to - limit the damage caused--by drying? Are-- the figures you showed
for the differences between sheeted and flash-dried pulps
representative of normal flash-dried pulps, where some over-
drying can be expected, or are they representative of pulps for
which special care has been taken?

Mr . A . de Ruvo
In answer to your second question, we simply sampled a flash-

dried pulp while simultaneously making sheets from it . Thus my

figures should be representative of normal flash-dried pulp,
though they are only a check on the first part of the curve .
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They refer only to slushing, which gives of course, very low
strength values . A little beating would greatly improve these
values, possibly increasing the tensile index to 6 or 7 . It is
known that the effects of beating on a commercial sample are very
small, and this is borne out by the results here . Over-drying
can indeed be a problem, and while we were carrying out these
experiments we had the idea that it is the free fibres that are
most likely to over-dry, and so by rejecting them from the first
cycle we could avoid the problem. This concept is patented and
in use in two Swedish mills .

In answer to your first question, the critical moisture
content is around 30%, so that a 10% moisture content pulp would,
in my view, be over-dry . We would like to devise a way of
maintaining the full strength in market pulps, but it is a matter
of economics .

Mr . P . Howarth, UMIST, UK
Mr . de Ruvo's figure 6 shows how the onset of permanent

drying induced fibre damage varies with solids content . We
reported at the last symposium on some similar work using the
enzyme technique . We entirely agree that when the fibre to water
ratio reaches 1 :1 damage begins, and we believe this to be a very
important result for practical paper-making . If the sheet breaks
on the machine and the broke can be removed at a high enough
moisture content then the fibre will not be degraded.

We find that air-drying is about the most severe treatment
that fibres can be given: an air-dried handsheet is subject to
more permanent fibre degradation than paper made on a machine and
dried to similar moisture content . The rapid, high temperature
drying to which paper is subjected on the machine is far less
damaging than slow air-drying.

Mr . de Ruvo
You are suggesting that there is a significant effect of the

time-scale of the drying, so that fibres don't notice the rapid
changes introduced by the paper machine .
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Our studies didn't cover this, but I could well understand
how the paper machine might introduce transients, particularly in
moisture gradients.

	

It is well known, for example, that Yankee
dried board is initially much drier on one side than on the
other .

A more profound description of the drying process would need
to take into account time dependent phenomena. Since there is a
locking phenomenon involved, it is likely that both plastic flow
and creep are significant .

Prof . H .W . Giertz
I want to remark on our understanding of the influence of

drying on the fibre . Firstly, it must be kept in mind that, as
has been pointed out, a fibre always exhibits restricted
swelling. Secondly, as was discussed at the 1965 symposium, high
molecular weight polymers which can undergo swelling and then go
into solution exhibit reduced solubility when subjected to
stress . This result I think is very relevant to understanding
the mechanisms occurring during drying .

As the fibres dry they shrink and the hemicellulose between
the microfibrils comes under stress . This gives rise to the
well-documented dried-in stresses . Your results show how paper
dried under tension is more difficult to re-slush, and I wonder
if it is the presence of the gel system with all the drie,d-in
stresses which is responsible for this. Such seconda-ry fibres
would swell less than new ones, and require more mechanical
action to achieve the same degree of swelling .

Mr . A. de Ruvo
While I agree with what you say, I am afraid we didn't

investigate this . What we wanted to show was that fibres
remember the stress histories they experienced during drying .
You are referring to a slightly different phenomenon which I
cant comment on at this time .
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Prof. K.I.Ebeling, Helsinki University of Technology, Finland
In your figure 10 you showed that sheet dried bleached

kraft has a higher tensile strength at failure than 'flash dried
kraft pulp. You mentioned that this was due to the differences
in drying tensions . Could it also be an effect of high
consistency refining? The screw press which is always used in
conjunction with the flash-drying process, is actually performing
some mild high consistency refining .

Mr . A. de Ruvo
In our experimental rig we had only a normal cylinder press

before the flash drier. I would not expect this to produce the
same sort of refining action that you suggest may occur in a
screw press .

Dr . M.B.Lyne, Paprican
Your paper dealt primarily with the strength aspects of

recycled fibres, although your title referred to more general
practical considerations . Have you therefore considered the
behaviour of other parameters, for example the dynamic wetting?
This is of course of great important in coating and litho
printing .

Mr . A . de Ruvo
As I have said before, the range of our investigations was

limited. To date, we have looked at ways of improving the
strength of papers made from recycled fibre. Next, which we have
already begun, we shall look at de-inking, and this will include
some investigations of the dynamic wetting problem you mentioned .

Dr . M .B . Lyne
In your opinion, is it the presence of impurities or the

effects of drying on fibre porosity that is responsible for the
reduction in rewettability of recycled fibres?
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Mr . A . de Ruvo
The ways in which raw material has to be treated in order to

remove impurities have a great effect, not only on the
rewettability but also on all the mechanical properties .

Mr . P .T . Herdman, Wiggins Teape, UK
Going back for a moment to Mr . Howarth's comment, it occurs

to me that if the handsheets were dried on discs or in frames
following the normal practice, then they would be subjected to
very severe drying restraint . Could it be that it is this
restraint rather than the time-dependent phenomena suggested that
has the dominant effect? This would agree with the data
presented in figure 8 of your paper .

Mr . A . de Ruvo
That is quite possible .

	

I was merely making a suggestion,
and what you are saying is of course, quite relevant .

Mr . P . Howarth
In our experiments we used both restrained and unrestrained

sheets, and as a result are able to say that time is an important
parameter .

	

The whole hour that is takes to air-dry a handsheet
clearly , causes more permanent damage to the fibres than the rapid
drying process on the paper machine . Indeed, we have seen that
changing the temperature profile on the machine can also affect
the extent of fibre damage .

Dr . D . Wahren, IPC
The density of the sheet is much affected by machine drying .

Because the drier felt holds the sheet in constant contact with
the cylinder, much larger densities are achieved on the machine
than in handsheets . Could this density difference be
contributing to the results observed by Mr . Howarth? We have
conducted also experiments in which paper has been dried under
constant z-direction pressure to different densities, and have
found that this way we can obtain considerably improved tensile
strengths, similar to those found in press-dried paper.
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distribution functions from a concept based on the distribution
of so called 'holes' .
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